




¡Hola! 
In the hierarchy of the economies across the globe, Latin America is not often 
mentioned, the potential of the region and its constituent countries drowned out by 
other global developments. Argentina and Uruguay are two fascinating Latin American 
countries, they share strong ties on politics, economics and cultures, yet contain large 
of differences. Based on the similar history of the European heritage, the two countries’ 
connections have grown significantly since the end of 19th century. The flows of 
economical supports, political influences, immigrations, and cultures are largely 
shaping two countries’ development.


This report gives an overview of Argentina and Uruguay as countries, from their 
geography, to their people and finally to their economies before presenting a very 
vibrant startup ecosystem that has been growing and launching new exciting 
technology companies to the region and the world. This report presents updates and 
future projections to represent international sentiments towards Argentina and 
Uruguay. This document explores characteristics of the Argentinian and Uruguayan 
markets, such as demographics and behavioural preferences, challenges that plague 
the current system, and from it, identify 3 interesting key sectors of growth in recent 
times. 


The analysis presented sheds much positive light on the potential of these two 
countries, although we recognize that Argentina and Uruguay have to improve some 
policies and the way to support innovation and new technologies towards the creation 
of new small and medium businesses locally. By no means the information presented in 
this report is conclusive or representative of everything that Argentina and Uruguay 
could offer. However, we hope it would gives the reader a glimpse of these two 
economies to consider business expansion, opportunities of partnership or any other 
projects related with new technologies as Argentina and Uruguay are considered early 
adopters in the region and an alternative point of entry in Latin America.


Argentina and Uruguay 
¡Genial! 
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Economic Outlook of Argentina and Uruguay: The pros 
and cons of the economy


Overview Argentina 

Argentina is the second largest country in the 
South America after Brazil, with a mainland 
area of 2,780,400 km2. It has an estimated 
population of 44.78 million by 2019 with a 
growth rate of 0.95%. It has fairly low 
population density which is 16.11/km2 due to 
the large area. The capital and also largest 
city is Buenos Aires. 


Argentina has a GDP of 518.50 billion USD in 
2018, while reaching an all-time high  of 
642.70 billion USD in 2017. Despite that 
Argentina is the third-largest economy in the 
region, it has suffered from constant high 
inflation rates for the past ten years. The 
inflation rate in 2018 was 53.50 percent and 
expected to be slowly decreased by 2019. 


Argentina has also participated in many 
global and regional organizations such as 
United Nation (UN), World Bank, World Trade 
Organization (WTO), Mercosur and Union of 
South American Nations (USAN).  The tight 
connections on trading between Argentina 
and Latin American countries such as Brazil, 
and other major countries like the U.S. and 
China makes it has large exports over the 
years. 


Argentina’s economic freedom is relatively 
low at 52.2, while the world average is at 
60.8. Generally speaking, the main reasons of 
causing the low economic freedom are low 
government integrity, low regulation 
efficiency, low fiscal health and limitation on 
foreign investment. Lastly, as same as 
Uruguay, the national language is Spanish in 
Argentina.


Overview Uruguay 

In contrast, Uruguay has smaller size of land 
and population than Argentina, but the 
political and economic stability are much 
higher. 


Uruguay has the total area of 176,215km2, 
which is the second-smallest country in 
South America. The population is reached 3.5 
million in 2017. 


Since 2010, Uruguay’s GDP has been slowly 
increasing, and it was reached an all-time 
high of 59.6 billion USD in 2018. Especially 
since the 21st century, Uruguay has achieved 
highly stable socio-economical environment 
comparing to other Latin American countries.


It has high economic freedom score of 68.6 
which is higher than both regional and world 
average. The relative strengths are investment 
freedom and trade freedom. However, the 
financial freedom has been relatively low 
since 2006 due to the state-owned banking 
system. 


The low inflation rate of 6.2% has largely 
attracted for foreign investments. Lastly, 
Uruguay is in many regional and global 
organizations, specifically, it is the founding 
member of the UN, Mercosur, USAN. 
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The details of the economy of both countries shown in 
this parallel report reflects the contrasts between 
Argentina and Uruguay


Argentina 
Second largest 
country 
in the South America after Brazil with a 
mainland area of 2,780,400 km2.


44.78 million 
is the population in the country 


54.44%  
was the Inflation rate 2018


9.48% 
was the unemployment rate 2018


518.5 B 
was the 2018 GDP


Mercosur and 
G20 
are some of the country’s affiliations


Uruguay 
Second smallest 

country 
in the South America with a mainland area of 

176,215km2


3.5 million 
is the population in the country 


7.6%  
was the Inflation rate 2018


8.40% 
was the unemployment rate 2018


59.6 B 
was the 2018 GDP


68.6 
high economic freedom score


Mercosur 
Is one of the country’s affiliations
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Startup Ecosystem in Argentina 

Argentina has been a vibrant and fast-growing 
technological hub in the last two decades, and it has 
been a leading power on the technology development 
and innovation among the Latin America.

Despite of the country’s long-lasting economic 
instability and financial crises, Argentine 
startups are dedicated on technological 
innovations in order to overcome the 
challenges. Here are the top five highlights of 
Argentina’s ecosystem.


Home of the biggest tech companies in 
Latin America. Since 1990 and early 2000s, 
Argentina has been successfully shape itself to 
an advanced tech hub among the region based 
on the famous four unicorns which are 
MercadoLibre, OLX, Despegar, and Globant. 
As MercadoLibre is the largest company 
among the four, the e-commerce platform 
serves over 166 million active users in 20 
counties. Four of them not only make the big 
part of tech market value in the country, but 
also created thousands of job opportunities 
cross Latin America. 


The Entrepreneur’s Law largely fasten the 
registration process to one day. Argentina 
had passed the Entrepreneur’s Law recently in 
2017 in order to increasingly promote 
entrepreneurship in the country. Moreover, by 
cooperating with programs like Startup Buenos 
Aires and IncuBAte, both local and 
international entrepreneurs are attracted to the 
country. 


The growing industry of Fintech and Agtech. 
The financial system in Argentina has been 
small and low trusted, and the high interest 
rates cause the half of the population staying 
unbanked. As the Fintech industry is grown, an 
alternative solution is created for its financial 
system. The two significant Argentine startups 
are Ripio Credit Network and Uala, which are 
about digital payments and mobile banking 
respectively.


The agtech’s development has largely 
improved the agriculture sector in 
Argentina. As the largest export products 
for Argentina are soybeans, wheat, wine 
and meat, the more advanced 
innovations on biotechnology and mobile 
based applications are the key of staying 
competitive globally. S4 is one of the 
outstanding startup works as a provider 
of satellite-based risk-management data 
analytics tools to crop production 
companies.


One of the most important blockchain 
hubs in Latin America. Buenos Aires is 
taking advantage of the outstanding 
characters of the blockchain tech which 
are frictionless, transparent and 
borderless, the innovations will be able to 
protect businesses from economic 
instability and corruptions. The 
blockchain projects have collected a 
significant funding from Ripio Credit 
Network, AstorGame, Flixxo, RSK, 
Bitfarms, and Decentraland. The 
government starts to use the blockchain 
for recording daily official bulletins. There 
are often events and conferences about 
this blooming industry as well, such as 
Latin American Bitcoin and Blockchain 
Conference. 


Increasing International talents. 
Argentina’s free higher education system 
creates high educated population. It’s a 
major outsourcing hub for the industry of 
software development, with great English 
skills as well for accomplishing smooth 
professional communications. 
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Startup Ecosystem in Uruguay 

Uruguay as a small country that bordered with Argentina 
and Brazil, it is often outshined by its neighbours.

However, Uruguay is not only very stable 
socially and economically, but also is quickly 
growing its technology community. Here are 
the five highlights of the country’s startup 
ecosystem.


Uruguay is the third leading software 
exporter per capita in the world. Based on 
the large support of government on software 
innovation, and the overall high literacy rate, 
Uruguay has the largest software export per 
capita in the South America, and third in the 
world. In the country, there are over 700 IT 
companies that provide professional experts 
and advanced software products. The main 
export destinations are the U.S. and Brazil.


Supporting government and high educated 
population. Uruguay’s government has been 
actively supporting its tech innovations through 
funding and practical policies and programs. 
The public spending of the government has 
increased 73% from 2007 to 2015 for the 
science and tech sectors. Moreover, the 
government created The National Agency for 
Investigation and Innovation (ANII) for 
promoting research and application. ANII offers 
public funds, scholarships, and programs 
about entrepreneurship, therefore creating 
more opportunities for young people who is 
interested in starting their own business, and 
offering better training for the tech-savvy 
talents. Lastly, Uruguay XXI is another 
governmental organization that promotes 
international trades and attracts foreign 
investors through offering practical information 
and recommendations.


Home to the game developers with world-
renowned game studio. As one of the first 
universities that offers degrees in video game 
design, Uruguay has attracted many game 
developers.


Favourable trade and tax agreements. 
Due to the limited market of Uruguay, the 
country has always been opened to 
international trades. In addition of being a 
member of the WTO, Uruguay is also a 
member of the ALADI and the 
MERCOSUR (1991), therefore maintaining 
numerous bilateral trade agreements with 
Latin American countries. The Free Trade 
Agreements with Brazil and Argentina are 
significant for Uruguay’s economy. As the 
two countries accounted for 20% of 
Uruguay’s total exports and 37% of total 
imports by 2017. Meanwhile, China has 
ranked the first among Uruguay’s export, 
which accounts for 23% of total exports. 
The fact that Uruguay has been seeking 
alliance with China, and aiming  to form 
free trade agreements. 

In addition to free trade and low tariff, 
Uruguay has agreements to avoid double 
taxation for international companies or 
individuals. This policy is largely benefited 
to the global IT firms that export their 
software and related services, since they 
will be 100% exempt of income tax for 
the income earned outside of the country.  


Booming Fintech industry. With the 
steady economic growth and strong 
government support of startups, 
Uruguay’s Fintech industry is developing 
quickly to a leading position in the South 
America. The Montevideo Fintech Forum 
which is organized by the Uruguay XXI 
forms the community and shows the 
potential opportunities of the startups in 
Uruguay. More importantly, the idea of 
collaboration with different companies 
worldwide is part of Uruguay’s 
‘innovation’.
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Argentina—Fintech Sector 

Argentina faces challenges with their financial system, 
local Fintech startups are building technology solutions to 
challenge the status quo


80% 

has been the growth of the Fintech ecosystem 
since 2016


110  
Fintech startups are working through different 
segments


4 sub-segments  
are the most popular between Fintech in 
Argentina: Payments and remittances; lending; 
enterprise financial management; and 
enterprise technologies for financial institutions


50% 
Of the Fintech companies are between 2 to 5 
years old


31%  
of the companies have more than 5 years in the 
market


59%  
of the companies have successfully received 
funding

58% 
Of the startups receiving funding have 
received less than USD $100K


26% 
Of the startups receiving funding have 
received between USD $100K to USD 
$500K


70%  
of the companies are currently looking for 
funding


50% 

of the population lack a bank account


70%  
is what the smartphone usage is expected 
to increase by 2020
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Argentina—Agriculture Technology Sector 

Agriculture technology(agtech) is also blooming in 
Argentina due to the large needs on its agricultural 
productions.


Agriculture has always been the backbone of 
the economy in Argentina, representing nearly 
half of the exports.


Since 2015, the local government has working 
hard on opening up Argentina’s markets and 
attract global investments. For example, in 
2018, the government announced plans for a 
$600 millions microwave imaging satellite to 
monitor natural disasters and soil moisture. 


Meanwhile, the international investors have 
become more and more interested in the 
Agtech startups as well. 


For example, Agrofy, the agribusiness 
marketplace, raised $6 millions in Series A 
funding from Syngenta Ventures and Bunge 
Ventures. According to Glocal, the country’s 
first Agtech accelerator, there are several 
hundreds of startups operating in the Agtech 
sector. 


In Agtech key categories include Ag Biotech, 
Agribusiness Marketplaces, Farm Management 
Software, Sensing & loT, and Novel Farming 
Systems.


An important key of success is the innovative 
farmers who have high level of technological 
understanding and adoption, for example, the 
successful agtech business, Bioceres was 
started by a group of farmers. Lastly, the local 
investors are quite supportive. NXTP Labs is 
one of the country’s largest tech funds, then 
there are startup accelerators and resources 
focused on agtech such as Yield Lab and Nest. 


50% 
Of the exports in Argentina comes from 
agriculture


11% 
Is the representation of Agriculture in the 
Argentinian GDP


90% 
of Argentine farmers have adopted no-till soil 
management


Funding 
Farmers are putting their money behind agtech 
by providing angel and seed capital to many 
startups


Largest Tech 
Funds 
NXTP Labs and Draper Cygnus
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Uruguay—Fintech & AgTech Sectors 

As a close neighbour, Uruguay is having thesame two 
main sectors for its startup ecosystem, which are Fintech 
and Agtech.


As a close neighbour, Uruguay is having the 
same two main sectors for its startup 
ecosystem, which are Fintech and Agtech. 
Based on its advanced software development, 
providing the digital channels and platforms for 
both banking institutions and farming industry. 


The wide usage of mobile and Internet of the 
population brings plenty of opportunities for 
technology innovation. For Fintech, the main 
segments are digital payments, personal 
finance, alternative lending, and alternative 
financing. 


The market’s largest segment is digital 
payments with a total transition value of 
US$1,806M in 2019, then the second largest 
segment is personal finance with a total 
transition value of US$184M. 


Although the transition values are growing in 
each segment, the growth rates are decreased. 
For example, in the personal finance segment, 
the growth rate decreased from 58.0% to 
48.1% from 2018 to 2019, while the digital 
payments are more stable, decreased slightly 
from 13.2% to 11.9% in the past year. 


The user bases are increased slowly. The digital 
payments have the largest user base from 
2.13M in 2017 increased to 2.25M in 2019. The 
personal finance grows slightly from 0.01M in 
2017 to 0.02M in 2019. As for fundraising, the 
successful digital banking startup, would be 
electronically traceable which will reduce 
disease and reassured quality.

Bankingly recently raised US$ 5.25M for its 
software. And an online food delivery 
company, PedidosYa raised over US$7.5M 
and was acquired by a German company, 
Delivery Hero. Many of the software 
development is collaborating with big 
international companies like Microsoft.


In Agtech, using more advanced 
technologies to monitor crops and livestock, 
therefore increase amount of productions 
and qualities have been the main goal in 
Uruguay’s agriculture sector. 


Technologies like data collection platform, 
computerized management systems and  
agricultural tractors are become more 
popular in the market. 


For example, an app called Irricontrol is used 
a platform that manages a database through 
the Internet of Things (IoT). By using this app, 
producers are easily to know when and how 
to irrigate the crops, in order to maintain a 
good water balance and healthier crops. 


Another example is agricultural tractors, 
specifically for Cattle farming. The exported 
beef would be electronically traceable which 
will reduce disease and reassured quality. 


While the TraSemGra is a startup that offers 
solution for the traceability of seeds and 
grains that allows collection of technical 
information. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, both Argentina and Uruguay have growing markets for Fintech and Agtech 
startups. The local governments act supportively by passing relative policies and laws. There 
are many local accelerators and incubators who provided information sessions and programs 
to entrepreneurs and investors for achieving the best results. Although the funding is limited, 
there are still many governmental and non-governmental organizations offer funding to 
potential candidates. Latin American countries have always been working hard on growing its 
economy, and now it seems they have found a breakthrough to goal big. Their openness and 
globalization is a great match with current trend in the globe, the increasing amount of 
international investors has reassured the value.


About LatAm Startups  

LatAm Startups is a non profit corporation based in Toronto supported by the City of Toronto, 
members of NACO and designated company for the Startup Visa program. We support 
international startups with bootcamps and softlanding programs to grow global from Canada. 


Contact us www.LatAmStartups.org contact@LatAmStartups.org
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